
An Analysis of the Major Ch'i-tan Characters 

By Coro TOYODA 

I 

Two Sets of Script 

The Ch'i-tans, the people who had built their empire, Liao, in the tenth 
century, soon developed two systems of writing for their Mongolic language. 
Liao-shih ~re,, chap. 2, says that in 920 the major Ch'i-tan characters (ta tzu 
:::k*) were created and promulgated by an order of Emperor A-pao-chi. 
According to Wu-tai hui-yao .nftWf~, the characters were devised by the Chi
nese in service to the Ch'i-tans, and were based on the Chinese li-shu ~
(clerical hand), which were simplified and modified to some extent. Another 
script was invented by Prince Tieh-la, a brother of A-pao-chi, who was ap
pointed Lefthand Minister of the Chung-t'ai-sheng Office in 926. His perspica
city is especially mentioned in his biography found in Liao-shih) chap. 63, 
where one reads: "An embassy came from the Uighurs, whose tongue nobody 
was able to understand. The Empress Mother said to T'ai-tsu (A-pao-chi): 
'Tieh-la is wise and quick. He should be sent to greet them.' After spending 
only a score of days with them, he was well versed in their language and writ
ing. Thereupon he created the minor Ch'i-tan characters (hsiao tzu ,J,*), which 
were small in number but complete.'' Unlike the aforementioned major charac
ters which were essentially ideographs being adaptations of the Chinese script, 
the minor Ch'i-tan characters must have been a kind of phonetic script as is 
the Uighuric alphabet. 

Even after the fall of the Liao Dynasty, the Ch'i-tan scripts were officially 
employed by the succeeding dynasty Chin for about 270 years. The influence 
of these scripts were said to have been so great that scripts of the neighboring 
peoples such as the Tanguts and the Nii-chens were all patterned after them. 
However, only occasional references to the Ch'i-tan scripts can be found in 
Chinese sources such as Yen-pei-lu ~~t~ by WANG I ::££ and Shu-shih hui-yao 
=1=§2.Wf~ by T'Ao Tsung-i ~~*ffi where queer characters claimed to be the 
Ch'i-tan signifying the Chinese H*, }!r)J, AE, Jij, ~. and so forth, are listed. There 
had been, until the discovery of the Ch'ing-ling inscriptions, nothing to confirm 
the existence of the Ch'i-tan scripts and hence no way to know whether these 
characters recorded in the books belonged to the major or the minor script. 
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II 

The Compound Ch'i-tan Script 

In 1922 Father KERVYN, while staying in Jehol, discovered two steles with 
inscriptions in Ch'i-tan from the Ch'ing-ling -~~, the Liao Imperial Mauso
leums, at War-in-mangkha. The copied texts of these inscriptions appeared in 
his article in 1923. In the summer of 1930 two more cenotaphs with Ch'i-tan 
inscriptions, each consisting of a canopy and a stele, were carried away from 
the Ch'ing-ling by order of T'ANG Tso-jung JHti:~, which were rediscovered 
in 1932 by a party of Japanese scholars in Mukden. 

Attempts at decipherment were made by Lo Fu-cheng ffiiJI@glt and WANG 
Ching-ju :±ffit:tm by comparing each of the Ch'i-tan characters in the 'Ch'ing
ling' inscriptions with the corresponding Chinese one in the Chinese counter
parts. The result of their studies revealed that those two steles found by Father 
KERVYN were for Emperor Hsing-tsung ~* and Empress Jen-i t:l~, respec
tively, while those cenotaphs in Mukden were for Emperor Tao-tsung ill* a·nd 
Empress Hsiian-i '.irl~, respectively. 

The result of the studies on the Ch'i-tan script by Dr. Jitsuz.o TAMURA 
and others in their Tombs and Mural Paintings of Ch'ing-ling may be sum
marized as follows: The Ch'i-tan script consists of about 300 elements. A 
compound of 2-7 elements makes a word [or 'character of this article]. There 
are, however, some elements which are used singly with their own meanings. 
A Ch'i-tan ch·aracter or compound of elements consists of two .elements placed 
horizontally, or a combination of horizontal rows of two elements, and the 
elements are written from left to right. Only those elements which stand alone 
or initially in a word are ideographs, the other being phonetics. Ch'i-tan Words 
may have some -elements expressing nominal or verbal suffixes. Though no 
representation of vowel harmony has been so far detected in the 'Ch'ing-ling 
inscriptions', Ch'i-tan may be considered as a member of the Altaic languages. 

In 1950 Lr Wen-hsin *3i:.Jg and other Chinese scholars excavated a tomb
s tone with Ch'i-tan inscriptions from the Liao tomb of Tso i-li-pi Hsiao hsiang
kung ii:f$~*10§0 in I-hsien ~iim, Liao-ning ~$ The Ch'i-tan sc"ript in 
these inscriptions were found to be of the same kind as those from the 
Ch'ing-ling. 

III 

The Simple Ch'i-tan Script 

I. Epitaph for the Late T'ai-shih j(grp [Grand Preceptor] 
In 1939 the late Dr. Iwakichi INABA, then professor at Kenkoku Univer

sity, found a tombstone in a curiosity shop in Mukden, Manchuria. An 
account of his find was published under the title of ''Epitaph-stone for the late 
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P'en-nu T'ai-shih iR;:W-Z.i;:§ffi in the T'ung-ho ~%il era of Sheng-tsung ~* of the 
Liao dynasty", in Seihei jiho ~J.l=i:~¥~ (dated 27 September 1939). LI Wen
hsin's study of this tombstone appeared in 1942 in Memoirs of the Central 

National Museum of Manchuria. l shall give a brief summary of his descrip
tion of and his view on this tombstone below. 

The canopy of the tombstone is 82 cm.square and has a face divided into 
nine smaller squares of different sizes by two horizontal and vertical belts of 
rectilinear meanders. The central and largest square is inscribed with the 
Chinese characters M(:::tdffiit;rj~2 in two lines with three characters to the line. 
The corner squares are engraved with peony flowers, one for each square, 
while the remaining squares with the figures, three for each, representing the 
twelve zodiac divinities after the Chinese tradition of the T'ang dynasty. The 
arrangement of these figures is, however, reverse in order to that on the cano
pies from the Ch'ing-ling1 ). An epitaph, 81 cm. in width and 80 eh. in length, 
is inscribed on the stele in 40 lines with 54 characters to the line. Each corner 
of the same face is decorated with a flower in line-engraving. 

The greater part of the epitaph is written in an unknown script except 
for the constant use of Chinese characters for the numerals "orie", "two", 
"three", "four", "five", "twenty" and "hundred", for "month" and "day" and 
for some other words. The general idea of the text guessed by Li Wen-hsin is: 
when a certain dowager assumed the regency, the T'ai-shih [grand preceptor] 
greatly helped her reign, in which he performed many exploits such as his 
capture and pillage of several hundreds of houses in his march into a certain 
district on some date. A Nii-chen character without its first stroke is adopted 
for the word "year". The following Chinese words are found in the text: 
~m (2nd line), C~ (3rd line), ~~ (4th line), ft!:§ (7th, 9th, 10th line), 
:;t~ (12th line), 1],~ (15th line), ==s (18th, 21st line), -=s (19th 20th line), 
*s (27th line), :t:3= (30th line) and ~zjl[~'rff (30th line). The epitaph 
ends in the characters ~tJI[trn [ J 7ffi+· Jl it-= B, which doubtlessly indi
cates the date of the burial. 

Against the view expressed by Dr. INABA that the script inscribed on the 
tombstone should be the minor Ch'i-tan script, LI Wen-hsin contended that 
the tombstone itself was a forgery, since no definite information was 
given on the circumstances under which its excavation had been conducted 
and its was inscribed with a mixture of various scripts, regular and anoma
lous Chinese scripts and a strange script a part of which appeared like the 
Nii-chen script. He further observed that we ought to take as the minor 
Ch'i-tan script those inscribed on the mural paintings of the Ch'ing-link 
on the yellow-glazed plate from Barin and on the jade-cup in possession of 
Mr. FERGUSON. For they have such simple strokes as to conform to the type 
of script mentioned in the epitaph for CHENG K'o j~•l~ as "small and simple". 
His assertion that the tombstone in question was not genuine, however, was 
disproved about ten years later by the discovery of a tombstone inscription in 
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Chin-hsi ~gg.1) 

2. Excavation of the 'Chin-hsi' Epitaph 

In the summer of 1951, villagers, digging the ground in search of a well
head at Hsi-ku-shan WMrlL Chin-hsi, Liao-ning ~~' came upon a subterra
nean tomb built of brick. From the tomb they found a long-necked jar and a 
cenotaph, consisting of a canopy and a stele, made of sandstone. The canopy, 
shaped like an upsidedown Chinese measure, was engraved on the face with 
a lotus pattern, which was further surrounded with an arabesque-designed 
frame. The back of the canopy had a twelve-line inscription in Chinese writ
ing. The stele, 67 cm.square on the face and 6. 7 cm. thick on the side, was 
inscribed with an epitaph of eighteen lines in an unknown writing, characters 
to each line being not equal in number. 

A report of the find and a study of this tombstone were presented by Lrn 
Ch'ien Jmft in 1956 and by YEN Wan-chang ~~- in 1957, respectively. The 
unknown script inscribed on the stele was later identified as a Ch'i-tan script 
on the ground that the date of the Chinese inscription on the canopy was 
read: "the fifth year of the Ta-an *!:fi:. era of Tao-tsung of the Liao dynasty." 

When the epitaph on this tombstone was compared with that for the 
Late T'ai-shih, it was noticed that they not only contained many characters in 
common, but also seemed to follow the same tradition in the adoption of Chi
nese characters for some of their numerals and for dating as well as of the 
characters which looked like Nii-chen characters. Henceforth, it was concluded 
that the··ch'i-tan scripts in these epitaphs were of the same kind. 

Since the time of the finds of the 'Ch'ing-Iing' inscriptions, there has been 
much controversy concerning the nature of the major and minor Ch'i-tan 
scripts. Two conflicting views on this problem have been laid in China, while 
a compromise of these two has been proposed in Japan. No decisive evidence, 
however, has been brought forward for supporting any of these views, until 
the recent discoveries of the 'Chin-hsi' epitaph and the epitaph for the Late 
T'ai-shih. That the script in these epitaphs is of quite a different kind from 
that in the 'Ch'ing-ling' epitaphs leads to the confirmation of the two types of 
Ch'i-tan scripts. · 

1) LI Wen-hsin thought that the reverse order of the arrangement of these figures 
· would corroborate his opinion that the tombstone should be an imitation. This, however, 
was disproved by the find of a stele at Wu-wei fg;Jw:, Kansu in 1945, on which the twelve 
divinities were observed in the same order of arrangement as on the tombstone for the 
late T'ai-shih. YEN Wan-chang says that these figures representing the twelve divinities 
are not fictitious, since their costume, each wearing a round collar, a girdle, a hat and 
shoes, is in genuine Ch'i-tan style. LI Wen-hsin, too, noticed that the general execution 
of the figures engraved on the tombstone for the late t'ai-shih shows likeness to that on 
the canopy of the tombstone for CHENG K'o fB 1Ji. YEN further mentions as an evidence 
against LI Wen-hsin's contention that the style of the Chinese chuan writing on the 
canopy:of the tombstone in question is identical with that on the tombstone for Tso i-li• 
pi_ Hsiao_ hsiang-kung. 
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IV 

New Interpretation in Regard to the Identification 

of the Major and Minor Ch'i-tan Scripts 

123 

According to GRUBE's analysis of the Nii-chen script in Hua-i-i-yii ~~ 
~fffi, the script consists of a total of 698 characters. The number of the 
Ch'i-tan characters used in the 'Chin-hsi' epitaph, I suppose, would be no 
more than 500, which is larger than that of the elements but smaller than that 
of the compounds, of the Ch'i-tan characters found in the 'Ch'ing-ling' 
inscriptions. 

LI Ting-k'uei !11UF~1£ pointed out a contradiction between the two dates 
given in one record in Chi-i-lu ff-c~il that, after the conquest of Po-hai ij~mJ 
[in 926 A.D.J, the major Ch'i-tan script with 3,000-odd characters was created 
and in another in Liao-shih that in the third year of the T'ien-tsan :x:M: 
era (924 A.D.) A-pao-chi ordered the inscriptions on the stone-tablets of the 
Uighur Bilga Qa'Yan erased and replaced with writings in Ch'i-tan, Turkic 
and Chinese in praise of his own. exploits. This contradiction aroused his 
doubt as to the reliability of the record in Chi-i-lu and made him assume that 
the event mentioned in it should not be concerned with the conquest of the 
Po-hai but with that of the Wu-ku .~"tf which took place in 919 A.D .. 

The reason is that the third year of the T'ien-tsan era falls two years 
earlier than the first year of the T'ien-hsien xf1Ji era [926] when the Po-hai 
was subjugated by the Ch'i-tan, from which it is clear that the use of the 
script could not be made before its creation. Thus, he affirmed that the num
be1~ of the major Ch'i-tan script was 3,000-odd and identified it with the com
pound script in the Ch'ing-ling inscriptions. 

In this respect, I should like to regard the record in Ch'i-tan-kuo-chih ~fr 
!]~ as an earlier, and hence the "major ( ::k )" Ch'i-tan script referred 
to in Chi-i-lu should be read as the Ch'i-tan script (3t), which in fact denotes 
the minor Ch'i-tan script. By so considering, the record in Chi-i-lu win be no 
longer contradictory to that in Liao-shih, since the Uighur mission came not 
later than the first year of the T'ien-hsien era. Even so, 3,000-odd characters 
may seen to be too great a number and not to conform to the account in Liao
shih that the minor Ch'i-tan script had few characters and covered everything. 
This is, however, nothing contradictory if we take the number as referring to 
so many combinations of elements. 

The minor Ch'i-tan script consisted of fewer elements than the larger, and 
words could be spelled on consistent principles with this script. After an 
analogy of the Uighur script, the phonetic elements, which constitutes the 
greater part of about 300 elements, of the Ch'i-tan characters in the 'Ch'ing
ling' inscriptions seem to be divisible into fourteen main classes each of which 
represents a single phonetic value. About five vowels and word-final conso
nants were mostly omitted in this system of writing. Such omissions naturally 
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caused the increase of the number of characters representing more than one 
word. In order to find a remedy for such defects and to give a uniform look as 
characters like Chinese ideographs, various shapes were contrived to represent 
a single phonetic value, which resulted in the use of an average of ten different 
elements for each value. Such a variety of form for a single phonetic value as 
well as the use of icleographics for polysyllabic words made the Ch'i-tan sys
tem of writing complicated and have offered a difficulty in deciphering the 
Ch'i-tan script up to today. 

YEN Wan-chang, in the above mentioned study, regarded the script in the 
'Chin-hsi' epitaph as the minor Ch'i-tan on the following grounds: 

1. The Ch'i-tan characters in the 'Chin-hsi' inscription are all written 
·with simple strokes, whereas those in the 'Ch'ing-lirig' inscriptions are mostly 
with complicated strokes. 

2. The frequency of occurrence of the same character in the former is 
relatively higher than that in the latter. In this respect the Ch'i-tan script in 
the 'Chin-hsi' epitaph conforms to the account in Liao-shih that the smaller 
Ch'i-tan were small in number, which can be taken as meaning 'fewer than the 
larger ones were'. With regard to the first point, the same holds good, since the 
mention in the epitaph for CHENG K'o that he was proficient in the Ch'i-tan 
language and had a knowledge of the small and simple script suggests that the 
smaller Ch'i~tan script adopted simpler strokes than the larger one did. 

LI Ting-k'uei, on the other hand, identified the Ch'i-tan script in the 
'Ch'ing-ling' epitaphs as the major on the following ground: 

3. Among .the five Ch'i-tan characters given by T'Ao Tsung-i in Shu-shih
hui-yao, the character for "horse" is found in the thirtieth line of the epitaph 
for Tao-tsung. Though T'Ao Tsung-i does not make it clear whether those 
characters are taken from the major or minor script, we may consider them as 
the former, since T'ao says that several thousands of Ch'i-tan characters were 
formed by modifying the Chinese characters in the 'li-shu' style of writing. 
Such are the opinions now influential in the academic circles in China. 

When these points raised by them are examined, it is noticed that the con
clusions regarding the first and the second points are based on the comparison 
of each of the Ch'i-tan characters in the 'Chin-hsi' epitaph with each in the 
'Ch'ing-ling' inscriptions' which is infact "a combination of elements in the 
same manner as in the hangul, Korean system of writing." These conclusions, 
however, could be reversed both on the frequency of occurrence and in the 
degree of complexity of the strokes, of characters if elements, not characters, 
were compared with each other. As for the third point, it is clear that the 
occurrence of only one common character in both texts does not warrant any 
conclusion drawn from it, since it could be a mere coincidence. Besides, we 
have no way to know whether the major and the minor had some characters 
in common. 
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CHIN Yti-fu ~-®it!W, editor of Liao-ling shih-k'o chi-lu 3f~~Et!Jffi:if, 
inferring that the number of the Ch'i-tan characters in the 'Ch'ing-ling' in
scriptions was greatly increased through the combinations and modifications of 
alphabetic elements, suggested in 1934 that they should be the minor Ch'i-tan 
characters. His suggestion has been supported by CHIN Kuang-p'ing ~7't2P- and 
Ts'ENG I-kung it~0, a summary of whose joint work "Chin-hsi Hsi-ku-shan 
Ch'i-tan-wen mu-chih shih-shih" &lftWWIIJlW~f.l-3t£~wtf--! is appended to YEN 
Wan-chang's article. According to this smmrtary, their point of argument is 
as follows: Unlike the Ch'i-tan characters in the 'Ch'ing-ling' inscriptions, 
those in the 'Chin-hsi' inscription have simple and uniform shapes, and bear 
close likeness to the .Nii-chen characters. Those characters in the 'Chin-hsi' 
inscription are formed by adopting Chinese characters partly without modifi
cations and partly with omissions and modifications of their strokes. Judging 
from shapes of characters, the script used in the 'Chin-hsi' inscription conforms 
well to the major Ch'i-tan script v1hich is said to have been· shaped through 
modifying the Chinese characters in the 'li' style of writing. Therefore, the 
Ch'i-tan ·script in the 'Ch'ing-ling' inscriptions must be the minor Ch'i-tan 
invented by Tieh-la. The Ni..i-chen people also had two types of scripts, major 
and minor. The former was formed by Wan-yen Hsi-yin ~ifi~7'" in the third 
year of the T'ien-fu ::Rm era of T'ai-tsu of the Chin dynasty [l 119 A.D.J, and 
the latter by Hsi-tsung ~~* in the fifth year of the Huang-t'ung ~~ era 
[l 145 A.D.J. It is still unknown whether· the Nti-chen script left to this day was 
the major or n;iinor script. However, since it has no congruity with the Ch'i-tan 
script in the 'Ch'ing-ling' inscriptions, but very closely resembles that in the 
'Chin-hsi' inscription, the Nii-chen scripts are supposed to have been made up 
of such Ch'i-tan characters as we find in the 'Chin-hsi' inscription and Chinese 
characters with due modifications of their strokes. Accordingly we may take 
the Ch'i-tan script in the 'Chin-hsi' epitaph as the major Ch'i-tan and also as 
one of the sources of the Nii-chen scripts. 

V 

The Decipherment of the Major Ch'i-tan Script 

I. Key to the Decipherment of the 'Chin-hsi' Epitaph 
Two kinds of epitaphs, one in Chinese and the other in a hitherto un

known writing, are inscribed on the tombstone unearthed at Hsi-ku-shan, 
Chin-hsi, Liao--ning in 1951. The Chinese epitaph has a date in its last line, 
which reads: :i($:Ji~~:?9CcE+=J=J-BT"§ifj)j=-r-.n.B$ffiB$fr-f~ft "the in
terment took place at the Hsin hour on the 25th day (Hsin-Yu) of the 12th 
month, whose first day was Ting-Yu, of the 5th year (Chi-Ssu) of the Ta-an era". 
The other epitaph is written with a simplified type of characters mingled with 
Chinese characters. There are nine sets of expressions in this epitaph seeming
ly denoting dates, the last one of which evidently corresponds to the date 
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fn the Chinese counterpart and can be thus translated into Chinese by 
corn parison: 

~~1i:Jffi-r-=A tt-1i B 
::k ~ 1i if:-t--=A tf-1i B 

[the 25th day of the 12th month of the 5th year of the Ta-an era]. 

2. Divisions in the Expressions for Dating 
The characters found in the said nine dates may be classified into the 

followjng four kinds: those for numbers, for the words "year", "month" .and 
"day", for the terms of the Sexagenary Cycle which corresponds to the Chinese 
kanc-c/iih T3Z, and for era-names. As already shown in the preceding. section, 
the characters for "year", "month" and "day" can be identified with Jffi, .Fi 
and B, respectively, of which the last two are adopted Chinese characters. In 
term~ of these three characters as division-markers, all the dates may be divided 
in the following way: 

'Year' Column 'Month' Column 'Day' Column 
Era.: N um-1Cyclical I year Num-1Cyclical !Month N um -1Cyclical ID a Line name· ber Term ber Term ber Term Y 

I ~ 1J1t tt·~ l=§ 7ffi 1i A tr * B 4 
JI, 

* 1A ffi ~ ~ A tr f;J::. :w 18§ B 5 
III ~- ~ - ffi 7L A t-it B 7 

~ -
IV ~ iJ0 - $ 7ffi li * 7ff- A tr* % * B 8,9 

~ -
V Mf ~ - ffi - A tJ- Ji B 10 - ~ -
VI * ~ - ffi it A t- - B 16, 11 

~ '.1E: --
VII iii !Jf- 1i ~ 1¥ ~ -i--= Ft cp A tJ- E. :w fb B 11 
vfn ~ ~ - ffi JE A tJ- * B 16 

~ -
IX ~ ~ E. ffi -i-= A tJ- E. B 17 

[N.B. The dates in the table above as well as those which will be mentioned later may 
be referred to by the Roman numerals attached to them, namely, Date I, Date II and 
so forth.] 

3. Numerals 
A total of thirty-seven characters occur as numerals in the above table: 

by exact count, nine, ten, and eighteen in the respective columns of 'year', 
'month' and 'day'. If those who are borrowed in origin Chinese are subtracted 
from the total, then nine characters, six in kind, remain unidentified. Since 
there are only twelve months in a year and all the unidentified characters in 
the 'day' coI{imn are preceded by either of the Chinese numerals -j- "ten" and 
tJ- "twenty, all the unidentified are considered as those representing the num
bers "four", "six", "se;en", "eight" and "nine". Thus there are six kinds of 
unidentified characters to be paired off wit.h .five numbers. This leads us to 
suspect that one of them must have been a variant form of another. But how 
can we tell which one is this variarit form? 
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4. Copper-seal 
In what country and period was the script on this copper-seal used? It was 

presented in Toyoshi Kenkyu,, Vol. III, No. 4 (1938) as a Nii-chen copper-seal 
in the collection of Dr. Ryu IMANISHI. 

The inscription on the left side of its back reads: [X] ~W<:tt=~.li 
J=l [ ] B, in characters which appear like those in the non-Chinese epi
taph on the 'Chin-hsi' tombstone. In the light of a knowledge of the Nii-chen 

script, ~ and ~ can be identified with the Nii-chen :28- ~RJ 1-- Pfr [Manchu: 
abka] "heaven" and ff- ~~J~ [Manchu: aniya] "year", respectively, each then 

corresponding to the Chinese x and 4. All the others are borrowed from 
Chinese, and hence the Chinese rendering of this inscription is: :R&Etr-=::4.nJ=l 
[ ] B "the [ ] day of the 5th month of the 22nd year of the T'ien-t'ung :x&E 
era''. 

The era-name T'ien-t'ung was once adopted by the Northern Ch'i ~ 
dynasty in 565 A.D. The T'ien-t'ung era of Northern Ch'i, however, was held 

only for five years and was separated from the time of the emergence of the 
Nff-chen script by long lapse of time. Therefore, we can not admit of its 
identification with the T'ien-t'ung era in the inscription on the copper-seal 
in question. 

5. Period 
As above-mentioned, the Chinese epitaph on the 'Chin-hsi' tombstone 

bears the date: *~.li4~~c.E "the fifth year (Chi-Ssu) of the Ta-an era". 
The era-name Ta-an was adopted by the rulers of the dynasties Hsi-hsia, Liao 
and Chin. Since the Ta-an era of the Chin dynasty lasted for less than five 
years, we may leave this out of consideration. The fifth year of the Ta-an era 
of the Hsi-hsia fell on 1089 A.D. whose place in the sexagenary cycle corre
sponds not to i3B Chi-Ssu but to B* Chi-Wei. The fifth year of the Ta-an 
of the Liao emperor Tao-tsung, however, exactly corresponds to the cyclical 

term Chi-Ssu, and hence w~ may duly conclude that the non-Chinese script on 
the 'Chin-hsi' epitaph dates back to the Liao period and is a kind of the Ch'i

tan script. This is further supported by the inscription of the name *~~ 
ta-liao-kuo [great Liao state] seen in the preamble to the Chinese counterpart 
on the same tombstone. 

Since the finds of the 'Ch'ing-ling' inscriptions, studies of the non-Chinese 
script in them have been conducted by many scholars. This script, however, 
is quite distinct from the one in the 'Chin-hsi' inscription. In order to make 

a clear distinction between these two kinds of scripts, I shall call the former 
the 'compound' Ch'i-tan script, whose characters may often be compounds of 
elements, and the latter the 'simple' Ch'i-tan, as it is in fact thought to be a 
simplified and abbreviated, form of the Chinese script. 

6. Era-names 
The era-names adopted by the Liao emperors during a century preceding 

the fifth year of the Ta-an era of Tao-tsung [1089 A.D.] are as listed below. 
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Emperor Era-names Western Dates Duration 

Sheng- tsung T'ung-ho ml;:fil fr. 939 (A.D.) 29 (years) 
K'ai-t'ai M~ 1012 9 
T'ai-p'ing *~ 1021 10 

Hsing-tsung Ching-fu ~mm 1031 I 
Chung-hsi '.j:~B 

JU\ 1032 23 
Tao-tsung Ch 'ing-ning t~'.¥ 1055 10 

Hsien-yung ffi\c:~ 1065 10 
Ta-k'ang *~ 1075 10 
Ta-an j('Ji 1085 10 

Since the only eras that extended over more than 20 years are T'ung-ho 
of Sheng-tsung and Chung-hsi of Hsing-tsung, they must be those which correspond to the eras ~~ in the date inscribed on the copper-seal [X] and 
~{Jlt in the 'Chin-hsi' epitaph [I]. ~{jl[ is more likely to refer to Chung-hsi, as it is closer to the fifth year of the Ta-an era in which the epitaph was composed. 

· 
This then leaves T'ung-ho for ~~JI<, which is also warranted by the above mentioned interpretation of ~~ as corresponding to the Chinese era-name T'ien-t'ung. Now t!_iere remain only two sets of characters for era-names yet unidentified. 

~jf;jl( 
T'ung-ho 

~M. 
Chung-hsi 

~~ 
Ta-an 

7. Kan-chih, Terms of the Sexagenary Cycle 
YEN Wan-chang, in referring to the kan-chih (cyclical terms) of' the 

'Chin-hsi' epitaph in his article (I.2.8), says that the Ch'i-tan people must have brought the Five Elements (Jiff wu-hsiizg) and the Twelve Animals (duo
deriary cycle of twelve animals) to the service of the Ten Stems (TT shih-kan) 
and the Twelve Branches (-t=3t shih-erh-chih) respectively. The correspond
ences between the terms of the Ch'i-tan and the Chinese sexagenary cycles are as foilows: 

· 
Thus the Chinese kan-chih may be expressed in the Ch'i-tan language in 

the following way: Ej:1-=f Chia-Tzu as "wood-rat", Z.:11 i-ch'ou as "wood-ox", pq~ Ping-Yin as "fire-tiger" and T:!JP Ting-Mao as "fire-hare". Accordingly, 
the character ( ) in the fourth line of the epitaph [I] can be taken as corresponding to the Chinese ~ "horse" on account of their similarity in form. 
In fact, it is found that the twenty-third year of the Chung-hsi era was the 
Horse year, and hence the date can be translated into Chinese: '.i:~~it~}iLf .liJ:J it[ ] a. This example assures us that there is no doubt as to the adoption · of the Twelve Animals by the Ch'i-tan people in place of the Twelve Stems 
of the Chinese. 

The Mongols and the Manchus used, in stead of the.Ten Stems, t4.e names · 
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Five Elements and Ten Stems 12 Animals and 12 Branches 
''wood'' Ej=3 chia and Z:. "rat'' -=f tzu 
''fire'' N ping and T ting "ox" fl: ch'ou 
''earth'' rt: WU and c chi "tiger" ~ yin 
"metal" : ~ keng and $ hsin ''hare'' gp mao 
"water" : =E jen and ~ kuei ''dragon'' JN: ch'en 

''snake'' E ssu 
''horse'' ~ WU 

''sheep'' * wez 
''monkey'' $ shen 
''cock'' @ yu 

''dog'' J;Z hsil 
''pig'' ~ hai 

of the five colors which, in order, are 'blue', 'red', 'yellow', 'white' and 'black'. 
The Five Colors are supposed to be used in Written Ch'i-tan as well, though 
they adopted in actual practice the Five Metals which are in a way related 
to the Five Colors, which are arranged in such an order as 'tin' (ii hsi), 'cop
per' (iJGJ t'ung), 'gold' (4: chin), 'silver' (\tN yin) and 'iron' (~ t'ieh). (It is 
learned that the Ch'i-tan character 5R for "silver" was formed after the Chi
nese * "quick silver".) 

FENG Chia-sheng ;;;l'lf~t~, in his "Report of the Study of Uighur, Manu-, 
script bodi'stw tai' samtso acari-ning yorij-i'n uqi·tmaq" (1953), admits after 
MULLER that the development of the Turkic and Uighur system of dating took 
place in three successive stages. In the first stage, each year was marked by 
means of a term of the animal cycle. In the second stage, a combination of a 
term of the Five Elements with a term of the Twelve Animals was given to 
each year. In the final stage, numbers were further added to the existing 
two series. 

The dates found in the Orkhon inscriptions which are written in several 
kinds of Turkic runic alphabets offer the examples of the system in the first 
stage. The marking of years in terms of the Twelve Animals alone was a pri~i
tive method and caused inconvenience in that the same animal name recurred 
many times within a century. In order to avoid such repetitions within so 
short an interval, the U igurs introduced the Five Elements, whose terms were 
then combined with those of the Twelve Animals so as to expand the duo
denary cycle to the sexagenary cycle of years. The Uighur manuscripts dating 
from the tenth century provide the examples for the seco:qd stage, in which 
years are designated in such a way as "qutluy ki at qutluy qoi"ri -yi'l'' [happy
element-fire happy-sheep-year] ot "otluq-taqi' oat qutluy tavi'sqan yi'l'' [bright
ening-fire happy-hare-year]. 

An example for the last stage is found in the system of dating in a maim
script of Suvan.iaprabhasottama-sfltra, namely, "tai-cing-kuu kang-si' ygrmi 
alti'nc otluq-taqi' oat qutlu,y tavi'sqan yi'l" [Great Ch'ing state K'ang-hsi 26 
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brightening-fire happy-hare-year]. The twenty-sixth year of the K'ang-hsi era 
of the Chin certainly corresponds to the Ting-Mao T JJP year, i.e. the Fire-Hare 
The animal cycle was in general use among the people already in the T'ang 
period in China as well; there is an in~cription in the magic banner of the 
stone lantern scriptures: 11fz:5t='¥~:9C~:tt A }!%'.JJP >f·;,'" B ~~~- The cyclical 
term for the second year of the T'ang emperor Su-tsung lti* [759 A.D.] was 
Chi-Hai c.~ corresponding to the 'pig' of the animal cycle. The Japanese 
practice of reading the cyclical term in terms of the Five Elements and the 
Twelve Animals may derive its origin from this Chinese civil practice, which 
was supposed introduced to Japan through Po-hai. 

The contemplation of such circumstances in the tenth century enables us 
to admit that the Ch'i-tan adopted the Five Metals and the Twelve Animals 
to mark a year's place in the sexagenary cycle. The Five Metals in the Ch'i-tan 
system of dating could be regarded as in the following. 

Five Metals and Ten Stems 
,f.~~ 
:'s/i "(blue) tin" 93 chia and z 
~ "(red) copper" vg ping and T ting 
w "(yellow) gold" J:l<: WU and c chi 
7K "(white) silver" ~ keng and "F hsin 
~ "(black) iron" :£ jen and~ kuei 

[N.B. The second character in the first line of the Ta-chin huang-ti ti-ching
liao lang-chun hsing-chi indicates that the character Jlj signified the Chinese 
~ "gold".] 

Among the Ch'i-tan characters denoting the cyclical terms in the table 
given in Section 2, those which stand alone may be considered as terms of the 
animal cycle, while two-character sequences, either as combinations of terms of 
the Five Metals and the Twelve Animals or as sequences of an attribute such 
as to signify the Chinese -j( "great" and a term of the Twelve Animals. (This 
may be comparable to the Uighur use of attributes such as to mean "happy", 
''brightening" and the like.) 

8. Sui-tz'u ~::;,c Terms of the Sexagenary Cycle of Years and Yueh-chien A~ 
Terms of the Sexagenary Cycle of Months 
The characters denoting cyclical terms in the Ch'i-tan epitaph on the 

'Chin-hsi' tombstone can be arranged in three kinds as follows: 

Terms of the Five Metals *' ~, 5'E, Ft 
Word "great" ~, ];I! 
Terms of the Twelve Animals: ,f§, 7/;G,, ~, :ffft /¥, ;t 

Since the cyclical term for the 23rd year of the Chung-hsi era in Date I was 
Chia-Wu '¥-=f, ,f§ is "horse". This character can be reasonably regarded either 
as a simplified form of Chinese Jfg "horse" or as a set-upright form of FA found 
in the inscription on the Tablet of Chingis Khan. The 3rd year of 
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the Ta-an era in Date IV was Ting-Mao T.glJ, and hence ~ signifies "hare". 
The 12th month in Date VII corresponded to the cyclical term Ch'ou 1L as 
het cyclical month Yin always falls on the first month of a year. Hence, tp 
stands for "ox". Ip is an alternant of tp. Then, the era-name ;%:ff- in Date 
VII corresponds to T'ai-p'ing ::t:'f, for only the 5th year of the T'ai-p'ing 
era of Sheng-tsung [1025 A.D.J can be associated with the cyclical year I-Ch'ou 
Z..ff: during a century before the 5th year of the Ta-an era. 

Since Liao-shih records that the first day of the 12th month of the 5th 
year of the T'ai-p'ing era was Chi-Yu c~, the cyclical term for the 25th day 
of the month corresponds to Kuei-yu ~@". ~fh can be translated thus: 
"great Cock". The Nii-chen character ft [~;fil; Manchu: coko] may have been 
modeled on !h· 

According to the 'Table for Cyclical Monthes' [Yueh-chien-piao JHI£<J, 
the cyclical term for the 12th month of the I-Ch'ou Z..ff: year is Chi-Ch'ou 
en. From this it follows that fttp is "gold-ox", and hence ft signifies "gold". 

9. Decipherment by Comparison with Nii-chen Characters 
Many of those major Ch'i-tan characters so far deciphered are supposed 

to have been formed after Chinese characters and in their turn offered models 
on which Nii-chen characters were created. 

Thus: Chinese : A, ~' ~' A, B, tf:, ~' ~ 
Ch'i-tan: ~' ~' ,ffi, A, B, ~' ,f§, fh 
Nii-chen: ~. ff, F)', s,, 9?, ft 

The Nii-chen characters for numerals as well must have been formed 
under the influence of the major Ch'i-tan, and thus I shall try to decipher the 
latter by comparison with the former in the following: 

Chinese : 
Ch 'i-tan : 
Nii-chen: 

:-::, -=::, rm, li, 1"., i:, A, :h, t·, 11· 
-=::, 7fr-:, :Ii, n, it, JfE, IL, r, I::!' 

L, C,~,~&,~~,ft, ~4,~ 

If li and ~ are "six" and "four" respectively, the cyclical term for the 24th 
of the 6th month of the 3rd year of the Ta-an era in Date IV was Chia-Ch'en 
Ej3J1R, since the 6th month of the year and the first day of the month corre
sponded to the respective cyclical terms Ting-Wei T7K and Hsin-Ssu $B. 
Thus :/f:;.1)$, and JE* can be rendered: "copper-sheep" and "tin-dragon" 
respectively. The translation of Date IV is thus the 24th day (Tin-Dragon) of 
the 6th month (Copper-Sheep) in the 3rd year (Hare) of the Ta-an era. 

On account of their likeness to the Nii-chen characters JfE [4'Ll:N; Manchu: 
jakii.n] "eight" and 1L [J[-tl!.iJill.; Manchu: uyun] "nine", JfE and )t may be 
assumed as "eight" and "nine" respectively, though no supporting evidence 
has been so far found. I shall give the following tentative renderings to Dates 
III and VIII, which may be warranted or disproved by new evidence in future. 
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Date III ~~:~:_:1ffilGA-t-y El 
"the 17th day of the 9th month of the 3rd year of the Ta-an 
era''. 

Date VIII: ~~~lffi]It:fj ·lf·*El 
"the 24th day of the 8th month of the 3rd year of the Ta-an 
era''. 

If *Jj;I$ in Date II is "copper-sheep", which corresponds to ting-wei T*, 
then the neare~t Ting-Wei year preceding the 3rd year of the Ta-an era [1079 
A.D.J is the 3rd year of the Hsien-yung IBJG~lt era of Tao-tsung [I 067 A.D.J. Since 
'¥ "hare" refers to the 2nd month of a year, the cyclical term for the month. 
in the date in question falls on Kuei-Mao, * thus being "iron". The date 
can be then translated as follmvs: the 2it th day great Horse of the Iron
Hare month of the Copper-Sheep year [the 3rd year of the Hsien-yung era]. 

Liao-shih shm,vs that the cyclical term for the first day of the 2nd month in 
the Hsien-yung era was Keng-Ch'.en JJ[~. If so, it in tl ~ B must be ··seven", 
since the 27th day of the month corresponds to the cyclical term Ping-Wu fkjf
[Wu referring to Horse in the Ch'i-tan system of dating]. Thus, it is found 
to be a variant of the above deciphered character y. 

YEN ·wang-chang infers that ~E in Dates V and Vl correspond to the 
era-name Hsien-yung. Thus these dates can be read as follows: 
Date V : ~E_:_Jffi-=:A-/-Ji B 

"the 15th day of the 3rd month of the 2nd year of the Hsien
yung era''; 

Date VI : ~E-=:1ffiY A +-- El 
"the 11 th day of the 7th month of the 3rd year of the Hsien
yung". 

The comparison with their corresponding Nii-chen numerals confirms the 
decipherment of * and y as "four" and "seven". Then, Date IV reads: 
the 24th clay %3J~ of the .ff th month fifi~ of the 3rd year (Hare) of 
the Ta-an era. 

Since only the Ch'i-tan numerals "six", "eight" and "nine" are not identi
fied yet among those from "one" to "tv,relve", .ff is to correspond to one of 
the three numerals. The examination of the cyclical terms for the months ancl 
the days in the 3rd year of the Ta-an reveals that the cyclical terms for the 
8th month and for the days of the 9th month as well ought to contain the 
-Ch'i~tan character for "cock", which is already known to us. This, however, 
does not conform to the cyclical terms for the month and the day in Date IV, 
ancl hence the Ch'i-tan character in question can not be either "eight" or 
"nine", but "six". Accordingly, the month in the date reads: "the 6th month". 

YEN ·wan-clung thought that n A is "the 3rd month", whose cyclical 
term is Chia-Ch'en l:j=ll]x. Nmv let us check whether this is right or wrong by 
reference to the cyclical terms for the months and days concerned -with this 
question. 
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The Cyclical Terms for :Months and Days in the Ta-an Era 

Cylical Terms 
Month -·--·-

for Month for the 1 St Day for the 24th Day 

6th Copper-Sheep Tin-Dragon 
[Ting- lVei T?/~] [Hsin-Ssu ~~E] [Chia-Ch' en 'l1 11<] 

8th Gold-Cock Iron-Snake 
[Chi-Yu cM] [ Keng-Ch' en EREIR] [Kuei-Yu ~tE] 

9th Silver-Dog Iron-Cock 
[Keng-Hsii )J{!;\G] [ Keng-Hsil] [Kuei-Yu 0!~] 

3rd *Tin-Dragon Copper-Rat 
[Chia-Ch' en Ef=IIR] [Kuei-Ch'ou srtH:] [Ping-Tzu P0-=f] 

* 'Wood-Dragon by YEN ·wan-chang. 

In his article of 1957, YEN ·wan-chang identified as "three", the 
Ch'i-tan character li in Date IV: ~~-::::~ff.Kn*rtzsJ=I 1Ji¥1E* El, and re
marked: "On reference to Erh-shih-shih shuo-jun-piao =-l-5E_ifi}]/~l~ by Ch'EN 
YUan [;fUll, ·we know that the cyclical term for the 3rd year of the Ta-an 
era was Ting-Mao T gp, and he~1.ce the fourth character corresponds to 
Mao of 'Ting-Mao'. If we take into account the original meaning of this 
Ch'i-tan character, we ought to translate it as "hare". As the seventh and 
eighth characters occur in between '~' and ')=I', I think that they may be 
the characters representing a cyclical month. There is a date found in the last 
line of the epitaph for CHENG K'o, which reads: ffef=tfi:::*7\ff-~13\Ef=llf-l-· 
J=l~lrT;${.=El~WJ=-'I-II11 B "the 24th day of the 10th month (Ting-Hai), whose 
first day was ]en-Chen, of the 6th year (Keng-Wu) of the Ta-an era". From the 
fact that the cyclical term for the 10th month was Ting-Hai, we can infer that 
the first month of the 6th year of the Ta-an era corresponded to Chia-Yin If-I~ 

This exactly confor~s to the cyclical term for the month by the Hsia-Ii ][~ 
['Hsia' Calendar]. ... According to the Hsia-li-yueh-chien piao ][)~ JJ ~~L the 
cyclical tenn for the 3rd month of the Ting-Mao year is Chia-Ch'en Ef=lf~, and 
hence the seventh and eighth characters are to be rendered as "wood-dragon" .. 
The elate from the eighth line to the ninth [of the epitaph] is translated thus: 
[IV] ::f(ti~%1=p_::::*~'U=J-U·[ J [ J [ J B "the 2[ ]th day ([ ][ ]) of the 3rd 
year (Wood-Dragon) month of the 3rd year (Hare) of the Ta-an era". 

The translation of the date in the fifth line of the epitaph is then: -;/j,~ 
nMt~J=I tl #:}JU§ B "the 2[ ]th ([ ]-Horse) of the [ ][ ] month of the 
Wood-Dragon year''. 

In referring to the Ch'en Yi'tan's Erh-shih-shih shuo-jun-piao) we find that 
the cyclical term for the 10th year of the Ch'ing-ning m¥ era of Tao-tsung of 
the Liao dynasty ,,vhich ,,vas not very long ago from the time v,rhen the epitaph 
was placed in the tomb was Chia-Ch'en Ef=!/~. Thus, the "\t\Tood-Dragon year 
mentioned in the epitaph would be the 10th year of the Ch'ing-ning era." 
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If t/::,~ was ·wood-Dragon, namely, Tin-Dragon [Chia-Ch'en] in my 
jnterpretation, the cyclical term for the 2nd month of the 10th year of the 
Ch'ing-ning era ·was Ting-Mao. Liao-shih shows that the first day of the 
2nd month of the year fell on Ting-Mao. Then the only Horse day after the 
20th of the month was the 28th, the cyclical term for which was Chia-Wu 
EJ3LF. Novv, YEN , 1\Tan-chang's above translations could be completed as in the 
follm,ving. 

Date IV: ~Jfi5~::::.~1~lit/::.~f:l [Jl{A7r:f~ 13 
Yen: the 2[4]th clay [(Fire-Rat)] of the 3rd month (Wood-Dragon) of 

the 3rcl year (Hare) of the Ta-an era'' ; cf. ''the 24th clay Copper
Rat) of the 3rd month (Tin-Dragon) of the 3rd year of the Ta-an 
era''. 

Date II: *?tls~*~J=l IJfr}JU§ 
Yen: "the 2[8]th day ([great] Horse) of the [Fire-Hare] month of the 

Wood-Dragon year; d. "the 28th (great Horse) of the Copper
Hare month of the Tin-Dragon year. 

The result is that two different Ch'i-tan characters, 5E as in the cyclical 
term for the 24th day in Date IV and * as in the cyclical term for the month 
in Date II, have to be ascribed to "fire" ["tin] in my interpretation]. Thus., 
vve find that YEN ,!Van-chang was wrong at the start, namely, his assumption 
of the meaning of .IT as "three". 
10. Dates in the Epitaph for the Late T'ai-shih 

The epitaph for the Late T'ai-shih contains the following dates. 
[ XI ] ~fffi·f-J-vVFJE=S:J=l (line 11). 
[XII] ~~tf-1iJ~:fY-··l-)=l-[L:=: B (line 30). 
[XIII] !}(*If,~ (line 8). 
[XIV] ~~~~* (line 14). 
The era-name ~fffi in Date XI is an alternant form of the above 

mentioned ~mJ<, and hence corresponds to T'ung-ho ~:f!:l. Likewise, ~~ 
in Date XII can be equated to ~1PL hence Chung-hsi :m:~- =& in Date XI 
may be a variant of 16 "cock". This elate can be rendered thus: the Cock 
month of the 2~th year of the T'ung-ho era. However, since ~ is not 
found among any of the identified Ch'i-tan numerals, it may be the character 
for "tiger" contained in the cyclical term for the 20th year of the T'ung-ho 
era [1002 A.D.], that is, ]en-Yin =E~- [Yin refers to Tiger of the Twelve 
Animals]. 

Date XI: the Cock month of the 20th year (Tiger) of the T'ung-ho era. 
pate XII reads: the 22nd day of the 10th month of the 25th year [I 056 

A.D.] :q: of the Chung-hsi era. rf: would be '"monkey", as the cyclical term 
for the year was Ping-Shen pq~:l. However, there was no 20th year in the 
Chung-hsi era, and thus it could be in fact the 20th year of the Ching-ning era. 
This error was probably due to the composer's ignorance of the change in the 
era-name from Chung-hsi to Ch'ing-ning. 
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-jf_ in Date XIII derived its origin from the Chinese character 5L on 
which the Nti-chen x was modeled. 

Date XIV: [in the] winter of the first year of the Chung-hsi era. LI W.€:n
hsin's equation of 3(~ to Ta-an is doubtful, for it can not be expected 
to find the era-name Ta-an in the epitaph which was composed no less than 
thirty years after the Ta-an era. I can not make certain of the meaning of !k.. 
Suppose ~cp denotes a cylical term. As four out of the five Ch'i-tan charac
ters for the F)ve Metals are already identified, namely, Tin, Copper, Gold 
and Iron, ~ is no other than "silver". From this it may be duly inferred 
that Date XIII corresponds to the Silver-Ox [Hsin-Ch'ou] year, i.e. the 19th 
year of the T'ung-ho era. 

Dr. INABA's once refuted theory that the epitaph for the Late T'ai-shih was 
written in Ch'i-tan writing is now revived and warranted by new evidence. 
The present article was intended for a forward step towards corroboration of 
his theory. At the present stage, however, what has been actually clone here is 
only to find the corresponding Chinese characters for some major Ch'i-tan 
The simple Ch'i-tan script, I think, may have been read in terms of the respec
tive languages of the three main peoples, nam~ly, Ch'i-tan, Nti-chen and Chi
nese, who were at that time· under the rule of the Liao dynasty. I sincerely hope 
that the future discoveries of new archeological data in China ·will lead to the 
complete decipherment of the Ch'i-tan scripts. 

Major Ch 'i-tan Characters Deciphered 

1. one 17. 1E tin 32. ~ great 
2. two 18. * copper 33. 9< great 
3. --:::::: three 19. F¼ gold 34. q peace 
4. * four 20. ~ silver 35. ~ heaven 
5. 3i five 21. ~ iron 36. m for Ch. ~-~ 
6. .D. six 22. Ef- ox 37. m for Ch. N-,~ 
7. it seven 23. ~ ox 38. ~ ' for Ch. ~ 
8. jt seven 24. ~ tiger 39. *}( for Ch. 5¥0 
9. m eight 25. 4i hare 40. 7.f'! j.£ for Ch. )~ 

10. Jl., nine 26. jl!. 
;,J~ dragon 41. ~ hundred 

11. + ten 27. ~\:!; horse 42. ~ high 
12. it twenty 28. 1/J: sheep 43. ~ :JI for Ch. .If[ 

13. tt twenty 29. 1--Lf monkey 44. ~ ? ::q:: 

14. ff; year 30. ~ 
A cock 45. ~ head 

15. Jj month 31. ..ill/, cock 46. q:. winter ft 

16. 13 day 


